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Jemm is an Expanded Memory Manager for DOS, based on the source of FreeDOS EMM386. Keywords: DOS,
Emm386, FreeDOS, EMM386, a 32 bit DOS memory manager for DOS and Windows PowerArchiver is an

archive utility for Windows. It can open and create archives, including ZIP, RAR, 7-Zip, and many more. It also
allows you to open archives directly, and create portable and virtual archives. It's a free, open source archive utility,

powered by WinZip. PowerArchiver Features: Over 300mb of images for icons, splash screens, and other items.
Open and create archives, including ZIP, RAR, 7-Zip, and many more. Allows you to open archives directly, and
create portable and virtual archives. Allows you to extract all archives to a single directory. Supports ZIP, RAR,

JAR, TAR, 7z, Zip, XZ, LZMA, and many others. Supports individual files and folders from ZIP, RAR, and
others. Supports opening files directly from drives, disks, CD/DVDs, Network Shares, FTP servers, Windows

shared folders, external drives, and more. Supports renaming and extracting archives. Supports password protection
for archives. Supports file and folder encryption and decryption. Supports mount points. Supports Unicode

characters and multi-byte character sets. Supports Unicode Open/Save dialogs. Supports Unicode filenames.
Supports Unicode Open/Save dialogs. Supports Unicode filenames. Supports UTF-8, UTF-16, UTF-16LE,

UTF-16BE, UTF-32, and UTF-32LE. Supports transparent compression and decompression of archives. Supports
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transparent compression of images, including zip images. Supports CD/DVD image creation. Supports ISO image
creation. Supports ZIP compression. Supports RAR compression. Supports 7-Zip compression. Supports LZMA

compression. Supports XZ compression. Supports bz2 compression. Supports gzip compression. Supports
tar/TAR/xTAR. Supports WinZip compression. Supports zip/7z, tar/TAR, xTAR, and rar/7z compression.

Supports
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=NAMEKEYMACRO for info, STARTKEYMACRO for initialization and STATUSKEYMACRO for
checking/seting permissions KEYMACRO Notes: (1) Like Netware5.10 and some older MS-DOS EMMs, this one
requires you to be running your DOS session with'real-time' privileges, which is basically the equivalent to being a
SYSTEM or ADMIN session. If you're not, it won't work. (2) It's a very stable and simple EMM. If you need to do
a lot of manual configuration, you might want to start with this one. (3) It uses only the 5.2 MB of RAM available
to the DOS session. Doing more than this might actually *run out* of RAM! (4) It can be read-only, read-write, or
read-write-executable (RWX). You can change these settings in the keymacro.ini file. If you find that you're being
limited by the amount of RAM available, consider using this one. (5) This is one of the few that doesn't require an
'keyboar' or a console to run. (6) It can be very fast, because the extra information stored in the EMM is not having

to share space with commands like 'TASK' or 'SYSTASK'. The extra memory footprint makes it less prone to
RAM problems than a standard EMM. (7) It can do some interesting things like setting-up the string of a string to

be directly "executed" in a memory space that you specify. (8) You can use it to store all kinds of data and
programs. If you don't understand the options available, the manual will help a lot. (9) You can have up to 3
'EMMs' in a single keymacro, allowing you to have more than one set of programs available in a single DOS
session. (10) This version will not give you the option of changing the string of a string that was written to a

memory area. If you need to do that, check out the 'Jemm Cracked Versionacro' version. (11) This is one of the
few EMMs that has the option of enabling 'Hard Disk Defragmentation', even if your disk has fragmented files. It

uses the 5.2 MB of RAM for permanent storage, and it uses 1d6a3396d6
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What's New in the?

Jemm is an Expanded Memory Manager for DOS, based on the source of FreeDOS EMM386. Many features in
Jemm and in FreeDOS (as provided by EMM386) are disabled by default. For example, it's enabled by default the
support for RAMDISK driver and for ISO9660/FAT32 file system, or it's enabled by default extended JMP and
CHK instructions (which are available in Intel 8086). In order to enable all the features of Jemm it's required to
install patches/fixes and/or enable patches which are hidden by default in the current version of Jemm. At the
moment the following features are disabled by default: - If it's enabled, the DOS crashes when the floppy drive is
enabled and after it's disabled, - The commands are executed in serial mode, - The EMM386 is no longer enabled, -
All the structures are initialized after the system is loaded, - All the jump instructions are disabled, - The original
DOS may be executed, - The sysset command is disabled, - The support for Microsoft's extended OEM DOS
utilities, - The support for extended GEMDOS commands. Nevertheless the currently available features are really
powerful. Version history ================ 1.03 - 2007.08.04 - The internal and external extension of the
memory (EMM386's feature, the patch #0) has been disabled. - The support for OEMDOS utilities has been
disabled. - The support for extended GEMDOS commands (all the ones which are not supported by the default
version of Jemm) has been enabled. - The support for DosExtensions/DosEzw/AltosEZ/XENIX-EMM386 has been
enabled. - The support for extended language has been enabled. - The support for F800-FFFF range has been
enabled. - The support for Intel 80286 and newer has been enabled. - The support for a DOS with Virtual Memory
has been enabled. - The support for extended 3DNow! instructions and Intel 80486 and newer has been enabled. -
The support for Virtual Page Directory and Virtual Page File has been enabled. - The support for extended IOPL
has been enabled. - The support for MS-DOS 6.0 and newer has been enabled. - The support for REAL.SYS has
been enabled.
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System Requirements For Jemm:

Minimum RAM 2 GB (2 GB recommended) Processor 2.8 GHz quad-core CPU (4.4 GHz recommended)
Graphics card 1 GB High RAM 8 GB (8 GB recommended) Processor 4.2 GHz or higher Graphics card 2 GB
Video Processor 2.6 GHz quad-core CPU PC System Requirements: RAM 3 GB (3 GB recommended)
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